Vastuworld Vortex 17 Ying

VV17 Ying

Exterior Geopathic Reversers

VV17 Ying is the geo energies enhancer which would help the earth regains its power. Ying VV17 works on the principle of reverse vortex/centripetal energies and help/empower weak earth with positive helpful input. This product helps in creating energy exchange between cosmos and earth.

**Best for areas with heavy geo stresses and weak earth energies**

**Wooden Plate is oriented according to movement of earth energy**

Used for house with heavy Geo-Stresses and places which has weak earth energies (poor stability in work, business, financial losses, poor yield).

**VV17 Ying** has to be installed inside the earth and in the area which is under concern.

For further details contact: +91 9822573102, www.vastuworld.com